Verse 1:
G                           C                      G   E7
Out there where ukuleles strum away,
    Am D7      G       D7
In Hawaii we first met;
G                    C                                      G   Em
Although you left me in my dreams I stray,
    Bm             D7
To Hawaii... can’t forget

Chorus:
G                         G7    C                  Cm6     G                         D7         G  D7
Life was just a dream by a silver stream, Underneath the Ukulele Moon;
G                          G7    C             Cm6         G                        D7         G G7
Lovelight in your eyes, It was paradise, Underneath the Ukulele Moon.
C                                               Bm
Many a moon, Many a night, Many a day since then
    C                                          A9   D7
Drifted apart, Still in my heart I love you;
G                       G7    C                    Cm6
Now I wonder when We will love again.
G                         D7         G
Underneath the Ukulele Moon.

Verse 2:
G                           C                      G   E7
Each night out there among the shelt’ring palms,
    Am D7       G       D7
Moonlight beaming from above;
G                     C                                   G
Each night I’d hold you tightly in my arms
    Bm             D7
I’m still dreaming dreams of love